The minimal irreducible representations of U q [gl(m|n)], i.e. those irreducible representations that are also irreducible under U q [osp(m|n)] are investigated and shown to be affinizable to give irreducible representations of the twisted quantum affine superalgebra U q [gl(m|n) (2) ]. The U q [osp(m|n)] invariant R-matrices corresponding to the tensor product of any two minimal representations are constructed, thus extending our twisted tensor product graph method to the supersymmetric case. These give new solutions to the spectral-dependent graded Yang-Baxter equation arising from U q [gl(m|n) (2) ], which exhibit novel features not previously seen in the untwisted or non-super cases.
I Introduction
The graded Yang-Baxter equation (YBE) R 12 (z)R 13 (zw)R 23 (w) = R 23 (w)R 13 (zw)R 12 (z) (I.1) plays a central role in the theory of supersymmetric quantum integrable systems. Its solutions R ab (z), usually called R-matrices, depend on a spectral parameter z and act on the tensor product of two graded vector spaces V a and V b . The multiplication in the tensor product is Z 2 -graded, i.e. for homogeneous elements x, y, x ′ and y ′ ,
In one-dimensional lattice integrable systems R-matrices give the Hamiltonians of quantum spin chains [1, 2] , and in statistical mechanics they define the Boltzman weights of exactly solvable models [3] . In integrable quantum field theory R-matrices give the exact factorizable scattering S-matrices [4, 5, 6] . Therefore, the knowledge of R-matrices has had many physical applications. This is one of the reasons that the problem of constructing R-matrices has occupied a fundamental place in the study of low-dimensional integrable models.
The mathematical framework for the construction of trigonometric solutions of the (graded) YBE is given by the quantum affine (super)algebras U q (G (k) ) (see [7] and references therein). Here for technical reasons we assume k = 1 or 2. Associated to any two finite-dimensional irreducible U q (G (k) )-modules V (λ) and V (µ) there exists a trigonometric R-matrix R λ,µ (z) which obeys the (graded) YBE. A systematic method, called the tensor product graph (TPG) method, for constructing these R-matrices arising from untwisted quantum affine algebras was initiated in [8] (see also [9] for the rational cases) and further developed in [10] . This TPG approach was later generalized to untwisted quantum affine superalgebras [11] . In [12] , the TPG technique was extended and a twisted TPG method was developed, which enables one to construct spectral-dependent R-matrices arising from twisted quantum affine algebras. The twisted TPG method was used in [13] to determine soliton S-matrices of certain quantum affine Toda theories. By means of the (twisted) TPG method, a large number of R-matrices have been constructed, leading to many new quantum integrable models, quantum spin chains, exactly solvable lattice models and exact scattering S-matrices. It has been an open problem to generalize the TPG method to determine R-matrices arising from twisted quantum affine superalgebras. In [14] , the U q [osp(2|2)] invariant Rmatrix arising from U q [gl(2|2) (2) ] was determined by brute force. In this paper we formulate a systematic twisted TPG method, which enables us to determine R-matrices corresponding to the tensor product of any two minimal representations of U q [gl(m|n) (2) ], (m ≤ n, n > 2). The paper is organized as follows: In section II, we review the necessary facts about gl(m|n) and its fixed point subalgebra osp(m|n). In section III, we discuss the twisted quantum affine superalgebra U q [gl(m|n) (2) ], its minimal representations and give the equations which uniquely determine the R-matrices (the Jimbo equations). In sections IV and V we explain how to solve these equations. Our technique is a supersymmetric generalization of the twisted TPG method introduced in [12] . We have obtained the R-matrices corresponding to the tensor product V (λ a ) ⊗ V (λ b ) of any two minimal representations V (λ a ) and V (λ b ) of U q [gl(m|n) (2) ] (m ≤ n, n > 2). Particularly interesting is the case corresponding to m = n > 2, a = b, where an indecomposable representation generally occurs in the decomposition of V (λ a ) ⊗ V (λ a ), so that the corresponding R-matrices exhibit new properties not observed in the untwisted case and in the bosonic case. This necessitates an extension of our twisted TPG method. As we see below a combination of the twisted TPG method and the technique used in [14] is needed to determine the corresponding R-matrices. Some concluding remarks are given in section VI.
II Priliminaries
Throughout this paper, we assume n = 2r is even and set h = [m/2] so that m = 2h for even m and m = 2h + 1 for odd m. For homogeneous operators A, B we use the
BA to denote the usual graded commutator. Let E a b be the standard generators of gl(m|n) obeying the graded commutation relations
In order to introduce the subalgebra osp(m|n) we first need a graded symmetric metric tensor g ab = (−1)
[a][b] g ba which is assumed to be even. We shall make the convenient
In the above equations, i = 1, 2, · · · , m and µ = 1, 2, · · · , n. Note that
As generators of the subalgebra osp(m|n = 2r) we take
which satisfy the graded commutation relations
We have an osp(m|n)-module decomposition
where T is spanned by operators
It is convenient to introduce the Cartan-Weyl generators
As a Cartan subalgebra we take the diagonal operators 
where we have adopted the useful convention ǫī = −ǫ i , i ≤ h = [m/2] so that ǫ h+1 = 0 for odd m = 2h + 1. This is consistent with the Z-gradation
(II.11)
, the gl(r) generators are given by
where L 2 gives rise to an irreducible representation of L 0 with highest weight (0|2,0) spanned by the generators
L 1 is spanned by odd root space generators
and gives rise to an irreducible representation of L 0 with highest weight (1,0|1,0). 
The simple roots of gl(r) are given byᾱ h+µ = δ µ − δ µ+1 , 1 ≤ µ < r. Corresponding to these simple roots we have the generators for gl(m|n) (in what follows s ≡ h + r):
which are the standard generators of osp(m|n), together with
where E 0 is the minimal weight vector of T . The graded half-sum of the positive roots of osp(m|n = 2r) is given by
It is convenient to work with generators
which should be compared to our osp(m|n) generators σ a b above. This suggests that we introduce the automorphism
Then it is easily verified that ω so defined gives an automorphism of gl(m|n) of order 2, i.e.
Moreover, by inspection, we have
so that osp(m|n = 2r) is the fixed point subalgebra of ω while T corresponds to the eigenspace corresponding to eigenvalue −1 of ω.
III Twisted quantum affine superalgebra U q [gl(m|n) (2) ]
Following the usual notation, we now set
With this notation we haveL
The corresponding twisted affine superalgebraL (2) admits the decomposition
where ( , ) is a fixed invariant bi-linear form onL. As a Cartan subalgebra ofL (2) , we
where H ∈L 0 is a Cartan subalgebra ofL 0 . As a set of simple roots ofL (2) , we take
where θ = δ 1 + δ 2 ,ᾱ i are the simple roots ofL 0 and 1 2 δ is the minimal positive imaginary root.
ThenL (2) admits a standard set of simple generators
given by
They satisfy the following relations
where a ij is the Cartan matrix
We remark that there are also higher order Serre relations [15] . Since these extra Serre relations are not important for our purpose here, we shall ignore them in this paper. Twisted quantum affine superalgebra U q (L (2) ) is a q-deformation of the universal enveloping algebra U(L (2) ) ofL (2) . In terms of the simple generators
where
Here again we have ignored the extra q-Serre relations.
) is a quasi-triangular Hopf superalgebra with coproduct ∆ given by
Throughout R denotes the universal R-matrix of U q (L (2) ) which by definition satisfies
where ∆ T (a) is the opposite coproduct. A direct consequence of the above relations is that R satisfies the graded YBE.
Note that the generators
which is a quasi-triangular Hopf subsuperalgebra of U q (L (2) ). We denote by R the uni-
We now consider finite-dimensional irreducible representations of U q (L (2) ) in order to
give new solutions to the graded YBE. If a finite-dimensional irreducible representation of U q (L (2) ) can be constructed by affinizing an irreducible representation of U q (L 0 ), we say
). An important role is played by minimal irreducible representations ofL which are those irreducible representations which are also irreducible underL 0 . We shall see below that all such irreducible representations ofL 0 can be quantized to give irreducible representations of U q (L 0 ) which are affinizable to U q (L (2) ). Using the graded fermion formalism developed in our previous paper [16] , one can show that the anti-symmetric tensor irreducible representations ofL, with highest weights
are minimal, and thus give rise to irreducible modules under U q (L 0 ), with the correspond-
We thus denote this minimal irreducible representation by V (λ a ) to denote its highest weight under
Given any two minimal irreps π λ and π µ of U q (L 0 ) and their affinizations to irreducible representations of U q (L (2) ), we obtain a one-parameter family of representations ∆
where z is the spectral parameter. We define the spectral parameter dependent R-matrix
It follows that this R-matrix gives a solution to the spectral parameter dependent YBE. From the defining property (III.13) of the universal R-matrix one derives the equations
which, because the representations ∆ z λµ are irreducible for generic z, uniquely determine R λµ (z) up to a scalar function of z.
We normalize R λµ (u) such thať
In order for the equation (III.20) to hold for all a ∈ U q (L (2) ) it is sufficient that it holds for all a ∈ U q (L 0 ) and in addition for the extra generator e 0 . The relation for e 0 reads explicitly 
IV Twisted Tensor Product Graph
We shall determine U q [osp(m|n)] invariant R-matricesŘ λaλ b (z) on the tensor product of any two minimal irreducible representations
Let V (λ) and V (µ) denote any two minimal irreducible representations of U q (L (2) ).
Except for the case a−b = m−n = 0 (see below), the tensor product module V (λ)⊗V (µ) is completely reducible into irreducible U q (L 0 )-modules as
and there are no multiplicities in this decomposition. We denote by P λµ ν the projection operator of V (λ) ⊗ V (µ) onto V (ν) and set
We may thus writeŘ
Following our previous approach [10] , the coefficients ρ ν (z) may be determined according to the recursion relation
which holds for any ν = ν ′ for which
Here C(ν) is the eigenvalue of the universal Casimir element ofL 0 on V (ν) and ǫ ν denotes the parity of
To graphically encode the recursive relations between the different ρ ν we introduce the Twisted TPGG λµ associated to the tensor product module V (λ) ⊗ V (µ). The nodes of this graph are given by the highest weights ν of the U q (L 0 )-modules occuring in the decomposition (IV.1) of the tensor product module. There is an edge between two nodes ν = ν ′ iff (IV.5) holds.
Given a tensor product module and its decomposition, it is not in general an easy task to determine the twisted TPG because in order to determine between which nodes of the graph relation (IV.5) holds requires detailed calculations. We therefore introduce the Extended Twisted TPGG λµ which has the same set of nodes as the twisted TPG but has an edge between two vertices ν = ν ′ whenever (IV.7) The conditions (IV.6) and (IV.7) are necessary conditions for (IV.5) to hold and therefore the twisted TPG is contained in the extended twisted TPG. To see why (IV.6) is a necessary condition for (IV.5) one must realize that e 0 ⊗ q h 0 /2 is the lowest component of a tensor operator corresponding to V (θ). The necessity of (IV.7) follows from the fact that two vertices ν = ν ′ connected by an edge in the twisted TPG (i.e., for which (IV.5) is satisfied) must have the same parity if V (ν) and V (ν ′ ) belong to the same irreduciblê L-module while they must have opposite parities if they belong to different irreduciblê L-modules. While the extended twisted TPG will always include the twisted TPG, it will in general have more edges. Only if the extended twisted TPG is a tree are we guaranteed that it coincides with the twisted TPG.
We will impose a relation (IV.4) for every edge in the extended twisted TPG. Because the extended TPG will in general have more edges than the (unextended) twisted TPG, we will be imposing too many relations. These relations may be inconsistent and we are therefore not guaranteed a solution. If however a solution exists, then it must be the unique correct solution to the Jimbo's equation.
As seen below, for the cases we are considering, the extended twisted TPG is always consistent and thus will always give rise to a solution of the graded YBE.
Throughout we adopt the convenient notation
so that the relation (IV.4) may be expressed as
V Solution to Jimbo Equation
We will now determine the R-matrices for any tensor product
). Note that for our case, θ = δ 1 + δ 2 .
V. 1 The case of either a ≤ b, m < n, n > 2 or a < b, m = n > 2
We consider the decomposition of the tensor product of two minimal irreducible repre-
Recall that V (λ a ), V (λ b ) also carry irreducible representations ofL. We denote byV (a, b) the "two-column" irreducible representation ofL with highest weight
Then we have the following decomposition into irreducibleL-modules
The reduction of the two-column irreducible representations ofL into irreducible representations ofL 0 has been worked out in our previous paper [16] by using the quasi-spin graded-fermion formalism. We thus arrive at the following irreducibleL 0 , and thus U q (L 0 ) module decomposition,
here and throughout V (a, b) denotes an irreducible U q (L 0 ) module with highest weight
Note that one can only get an indecomposable in (V.3) when m = n > 2 and a+b−2c = 0, which is the case we shall consider in the next subsection. Since a ≤ b, c ≤ a, this can only occur when a = b and c = a. In that case the U q (L 0 )-modules V (k, 0), k = 0, 1, will form an indecomposable. We now show that the minimal irreducible U q (L 0 ), V (λ a ), with highest weight λ a , are affinizable. We first note that the vector module V (λ 1 ) of U q (L 0 ) with higest weight λ 1 = (0|1,0) is minimal. It is also affinizable since it is undeformed.
Following our previous approach [12] , we consider the corresponding twisted TPG for
where ± indicate the parities. Since λ 2 is an extremal node on the twisted TPG it follows that V (λ 2 ) is affinizable [17] , i.e. it too carries an irreducible representation of U q (L (2) ).
Note that the twisted TPG (V.5) has a quite different topology to the untwisted TPG:λ so that λ a+1 is an extremal node and hence, by recursion, each of the irreducible representations V (λ a ), is affinizable to U q (L (2) ). Thus we have shown that all minimal irreducible
The U q (L 0 )-module decomposition of the tensor product of any two such representations is given by (V.3). Thus we have the corresponding extended twisted TPG for V (λ a ) ⊗ V (λ b ), given below by Figure 1 .
To see that this graph is consistent we have to consider the closed loops of the form~@ where we have indicated the relative parities of the vertices. We denote the eigenvalue of the universal Casimir element ofL 0 on the irreducible representation labelled by (c, k) by C c,k . Then it is easily seen that
This implies that the extended twisted TPG is consistent, i.e. that the recursion relations (IV.4) give the same result independent of the path along which one recurses. We can now read off the R-matrix from the extended twisted TPǦ
As indicated in the last subsection, for the case at hand the U q [osp(n|n)]-modules V (k, 0), k = 0, 1, appearing in the right hand side of the tensor product decomposition (V.3),
form an indecomposable representation of U q [osp(n|n)]. From now on we denote by V this indecomposable module. We thus have an U q [osp(n|n)] module decomposition
where the sum on ν is over the irreducible highest weights and V is the unique indecomposable. Note that V contains a unique submoduleV (δ 1 + δ 2 ) which is maximal, indecomposable and cyclically generated by a maximal vector of weight
. The usual form of Schur's lemma applies tō V (δ 1 + δ 2 ) and so the space of U q [osp(n|n)] invariants in End(V ) has dimension 2 (see Appendix A). It is spanned by the identity operator I together with an invariant N (unique up to scalar multiples) satisfying
It follows that N is nilpotent, i.e.
We now determine the extended twisted TPG for the decomposition given by (V.9). We note that V can only be connected to two nodes corresponding to highest weights
We thus arrive at the (consistent) extended twisted TPG for (V.9), given by Figure 2 .
be the projection operator from V (λ a )⊗V (λ a ) onto V and P ν ≡ P λaλa ν the projector onto V (ν). Then the R-matrixŘ(z) ≡Ř λa,λa (z) from the extended twisted TPG can be expanded in terms of the operators N, P V and P ν :
The coefficients ρ ν (z) can be obtained recursively as in the last subsection from the extended twisted TPG. However, the coefficients ρ N (z) and ρ V (z) can not be read off from the extended twisted TPG since the corresponding vertex refers to an indecomposable module. So it remains to determine these two coefficients. Following our previous approach [14] to U q [gl(2|2) (2) ], we proceed as follows.
We write the R-matrixŘ ≡Ř(0) = P R, R ≡ R λaλa of U q [osp(n|n)] in the form
where the coefficients ρ N (0), ρ V (0), ρ ν (0) are all known from the representation theory of U q [osp(n|n)], as is the nilpotent operator satisfying Explicitly,
where T is the usual graded twist map,
with C λa being the eigenvalue of the universal Casimir of U q [osp(n|n)] on V (λ a ) and ǫ V being the parity of V which is given by (−1) a (i.e. +1 for a even and -1 for a odd).
Multiplying the Jimbo equation from the right by P ν and from the left by P V , utilising (V.13) and (V.15), one gets
Similarly multiplying the Jimbo equation from the left by P ν and from the right by P V gives
where we have employed
This is seen as follows. We have
from which (V.20) follows. Setting z = 0 into (V.19) gives
Substituting this equation into (V.19) we arrive at
with ν as in (V.12). Note that since the extended twisted TPG is consistent, it does not matter which ν in (V.12) is used. Before proceeding to the evaluation of ρ N (z), it is worth noting that
Now multiplying the Jimbo equation from the left and the right by P V gives rise to
which gives, on multiplying from left by N and using (V.15) and (V.25),
Setting z = 0 one gets
Multiplying the Jimbo equation from the right by N, utilising (V.15) and (V.25), one has
which leads to, on setting z = 0,
Also setting z = 0 into (V.26) and using (V.28) and (V.30), one gets
Finally, substituting (V.28), (V.30) and (V.31) into (V.26) gives
which can only be satisfied if
Indeed, applying (V.32) toV (δ 1 + δ 2 ) ⊂ V we obtain, using NV (δ 1 + δ 2 ) = (0),
Summarizing, the R-matrix corresponding to (V.9) readš
where the primes in the sums signify that terms corresponding to c = a and k = 0, 1 are ommitted from the sums, and ρ V (z), ρ N (z) are given by
where we have used ρ 2δ 1 (0) = (−1) a−1 q 1 2
VI Conclusions
We have shown how to construct infinite families of new R-matrices with U q [L 0 = osp(m|n)] invariance, arising from the minimal finite dimensional irreducible representations of the twisted quantum affine superalgebra U q [gl(m|n) (2) ].
These R-matrices are the only ones so far constructed with U q [osp(m|n)] invariance apart from the following special exceptions: (i) Those arising fromL 0 = osp(2|2) ∼ = sl(2|1), whose R-matrices are already known from the gl(m|n) case [11] . (ii) Those arising from the vector module of U q (L 0 ), which is known to be affinizable to an irreducible representation of the untwisted quantum affine superalgebra U q [osp(m|n) (1) ]. However the remaining minimal irreducible representations of U q (L 0 ) are not affinizable in the untwisted sense, as noted in the paper. Moreover even in the case of vector representation, the R-matrices constructed above are different to those arising from the untwisted case. The R-matrices of this paper will thus give rise to new integrable models with U q [osp(m|n)] invariance, which will be investigated elsewhere. It is particularly interesting in the case a = b, m = n > 2, that the R-matrices admit a U q [osp(n|n)] invariant nilpotent component, a feature not seen previously in the untwisted or non-super cases.
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A Appendix
Throughout L 0 = o(n = 2r) ⊕ gl(r) denotes the zeroth Z-graded component ofL 0 = osp(m = n|n). From [16] , V in (V.18) admits a composition series of length 3, V ⊃V (δ 1 + δ 2 ) ⊃ V (0|0).
HereV (δ 1 + δ 2 ) is indecomposable and cyclically generated by a U q (L 0 ) highest weight vector of weight δ 1 + δ 2 and is the unique maximal submodule of V . V (0|0) is the trivial one dimensional U q (L 0 ) module which is the unique submodule ofV (δ 1 + δ 2 ), while the factor module V /V (δ 1 + δ 2 ) is isomorphic, as a U q (L 0 ) module, to V (0|0). It is our aim here to prove which is sufficient to prove the result. Finally we note that N acting on V ⊂ V (λ a ) ⊗ V (λ a ) satisfies the requirements of proposition 1, as desired.
